The World According to Monsanto:
Pollution, Politics and Power
Monsanto, the multinational behind Agent Orange, consistently scores badly in ethical corporate
rankings, yet it is in control of an increasing share of the world’s food supplies.
(http://www.ethicalquote.com/index.php/ethical-rankings/across-sectors/)
Like the hit documentary “Food Inc”, THE WORLD ACCORDING TO MONSANTO – out
Wednesday from Spinifex Press – will change the way we think about food.
As the author Marie-Monique Robin reports, following its long history of manufacturing hazardous
chemicals and lethal herbicides, Monsanto is now marketing itself as a “life sciences” company. However, Monsanto controls the majority of the yield of the world’s genetically modified corn and soy
– ingredients found in a high percentage of households – and its legal and political tactics to maintain
this monopoly are the subject of worldwide concern.
Australia is only one of a handful of countries worldwide that commercially grows GM cotton and
canola, and over 800 trials have been conducted on other crops such as wheat, sugar cane, grapes,
pineapples and bananas.
Consumers are rightfully concerned about the growing prevalence of GM foods, calling for better
food labeling to enable real choice about what they feed their families. But the power and might of
companies such as Monsanto are limiting freedom of choice. A lack of transparency in scientific testing and reporting, strong-arm government lobbying and corporate involvement in academia makes us
question who really controls what we eat.
The World According to Monsanto is a wake-up call for farmers, consumers and
politicians.
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The World According to Monsanto
Pollution, Politics and Power
Agent Orange

a mixture of herbicides; half 2,4,5-T and half 2,4-D

Bt

Bacillus thuringiensis, a soil microbe; Bt crops have a GM gene from Bt that enabled the
plant to make an insect toxin

GMO

genetically manipulated organism

Dioxin

a toxic by-product of manufacturing certain chemical compounds or in their high
temperature combustion

PCBs

polychlorinated biphenyls – a class of extremely persistent and polluting synthetic
chemicals

rBGH

a synthetic, injectable cow growth hormone, made using GM microbes – recombinant
bovine growth hormone or rBST – recombinant bovine somatotropin

Roundup

Monsanto’s trade name for a herbicide formulation with glysophate as the active
ingredient

Roundup Ready

GM crops designed to withstand being sprayed with Roundup which would usually kill
them

F RO M T H E F I E L D
Anniston, Albama, home of Monsanto’s PCB production: “according to a declassified report, secretly
prepared in March 2005 by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 680 million pounds of PCBs
were emitted into the atmosphere from 1929 to 1971. Sixty thousand pounds were dumped in
streams such as Snow Creek (following facility cleaning operations) and 68 million pounds of contaminated
wastes were deposited in an open pit located on the site…” p13
Walter Pengue, agricultural engineer, Univ Buenos Aires: “Before the advent of RR soybeans, Argentina
used an average of 1 million litres of glyphosate annually. In 2005, we reached 150 million litres. Monsanto
does not deny there is a resistance problem and has announced a new, more powerful
herbicide with a new generation of GMOs but that’s not a way out of the vicious circle.” p259
Prof Peter Carstenen, Univ Wisconsin on “technology use agreement”: “I would adopt the image that
Monsanto likes to use. It compares a transgenic seed to a rental car: when you’re finished using it, you return
it to the owner. In other words, the company doesn’t sell seeds, it just rents them for one
season, and it remains the permanent owner of the genetic information contained in the
seed, which is divested of its status as a living organism and becomes a mere commodity. … When you realize
that seeds are the basis for feeding the world, I think there are reasons to be worried.” pp205–206
Kishor Tiwari, leader of VJAS peasant movement, India: “These are all the suicides we’ve recorded between
June 2005, when Bt cotton was introduced into the state of Maharashtra, and December 2006 … One dead
every eight hours! But here, where it’s blank, is the area where rice is grown: you see there are practically no
suicides. That’s why we say that Bt cotton is in the process of causing a veritable genocide.”
p293
THE VERDICTS
On February 23, 2002, after deliberating for five hours, the jury delivered its verdict: it unanimously
found Monsanto and Solutia liable for having polluted “the Anniston area and people’s blood with PCBs.”
The legal grounds for the verdict were “negligence, wantonness, fraud, trespass, nuisance
and outrage”, and it included a harsh judgment of Monsanto’s conduct, which was “so outrageous in
character and extreme in degree as to go beyond all possible bounds of decency…” p27
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DEFINITIONS

Washington Post on loss of export markets: “American farmers planted [gene-altered crops] in good
faith, with the belief that the product is safe and that they would be rewarded for their
efforts. Instead they find themselves mislead by multinational seed and chemical
companies … who only encouraged them to plant increased acres [of these crops] without any warning to
farmers of the dangers associated with a crop that didn’t have consumer confidence.” p224
“ M O N S A N TO K N E W, A N D S A I D N OT H I N G ”
Entitled “Pollution Letter” it was dated February 16, 1970. Drafted by N.Y. Johnson, who worked in
the St Louis office, this internal document was addressed to the company’s marketing staff to explain to them
how to answer their customers who had learned on the first public disclosures of the potential dangers of
PCBs: “Attached is a list of questions and answers which may be asked of you by customers receiving our
Aroclor–PBC letter.You can give verbal answers; no answers should be given in writing … We can’t afford
to lose one dollar of business.” What is absolutely breathtaking is that Monsanto knew that PCBs
presented a serious health risk as early as 1937. But the company carried on regardless until products were
finally banned in 1977. p16
The hearing was finally held at Lyon criminal court on January 26, 2007 … The heads of Scotts France
[Monsanto’s French subsidiary] and Monsanto were fined €15,000 … The court found that “the combined
use of labels and packaging … of the terms and expressions ‘biodegradable’ and ‘leaves the soil clean’ … could
lead the consumer to believe erroneously in the complete and immediate harmlessness of these products
following quick biological degradation after use … whereas they can on the contrary remain durably in the
soil, and even spread into the water table.” Even more bothersome for Monsanto, which appealed, the court
determined that the company “knew prior to publication of the challenged advertisements
that the products concerned were ecotoxic to nature,” because, “according to studies conducted
by Monsanto itself, a level of biological degradation of merely two per cent may be reached at the end of 28
days.” p75
On January 6, 2005, the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) launched a two-pronged
proceeding against Monsanto, accused of corruption in Indonesia. According to the SEC … Monsanto
representatives in Jakarta had paid estimated bribes of $700,000 to 140 Indonesian
officials between 1997 and 2002 for them to favor the introduction of Bt cotton into the country. … Far
from denying the accusations, Monsanto signed an agreement with the SEC … providing payment of a $1.5
million fine. “Monsanto accepts full responsibility for these improper activities, and we sincerely regret that
people working on behalf of Monsanto engaged in such behavior.” p297
C OV E R U P S , C O N S P I R AC Y & C O L L U S I O N
“I think government authorities were not informed of the harmfulness of dioxin before the late
1960s”, said Gerson Smoger, a lawyer for many Vietnam veterans, “for a very simple reason: the two principal
manufacturers, Dow Chemical and Monsanto, deliberately concealed the data they had in order
not to lose a very lucrative market. I’m not afraid to say that this was an out-and-out conspiracy.” p44
Dr Richard Burroughs: “This affair was a real descent into hell … I had joined the Food and Drug
Administration thinking I would be working for the good of my fellow citizens, and I discovered that
the agency betrayed its role as guardian of the public health to become the protector of the
interests of big business.” p89
Michael Hansen of the Consumer Policy Institute explained that rBGH “is the most controversial
product ever authorized by the FDA.” “You have to understand that the transgenic hormone is not
a drug designed to treat any cattle disease, but a product with a strictly economic
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In 1996, complaints filed with the Consumer Frauds and Protections Bureau of New York had
compelled the company to negotiate a settlement with the State Attorney General, who had opened an
investigation of “false advertising by Monsanto regarding the safety of Roundup herbicide (glyphosate).”
… “This was false and misleading advertising,” the attorney general found, and he
barred Monsanto, under penalty of fine, from declaring its herbicides was “safe, nontoxic, harmless or free
form risk.” Nor could Monsanto claim that Roundup is good for the environment or “known for [its]
environmental characteristics.” Two years later, the company was forced to pay $75,000 for suggesting in a
new advertisement … that the herbicide could be sprayed in and around water. pp73–74

P OW E R & M I G H T
In February 1984 … the trial of Kemner v Monsanto opened in Illinois. This was the “longest jury
trial in the nation’s history.” Wrote the Wall Street Journal, which went on to say that “Monsanto has 10
lawyers working on the case in four-hour shifts to stay fresh … Courtroom observers say that
by establishing a reputation as a fierce adversary with an apparently unlimited budget to battle, Monsanto may
discourage similar cases in the future.” p48
In 2003, it was the turn of Oakhurst Dairy Inc., the largest dairy company in northern New England,
to find itself in court. This family business had sharply increased sales ($85million) by labeling its products with
the statement: “Our Farmers’ Pledge: No Artificial Growth Hormones Used.” In return, it paid its producers
a bonus. Monsanto sued on the grounds that the label constituted a “disparagement of
the use of growth hormones in dairy herds.” “We don’t feel we need to remove the label,” declared
Stanley T. Bennett of Oakhurst Dairy. “We ought to have the right to let people know what is and is not in our
milk.” p111
Prof Peter Carstenen, Univ Wisconsin on seed saving and replanting: “I was stunned when I found out that
they’d hired the Pinkerton Detective Agency. Monsanto pays its agents to comb the countryside
looking for cheaters, and if necessary it seeks out informants. The company set up a toll-free
number where anyone can denounce his neighbor. It spends a lot of money to enforce its rule in the fields.”
p206
When a farmer claimed that he had never signed a contract but settled for $100,000 (hence
remaining anonymous), a Monsanto representative retorted with remarkable frankness: “We own you—
we own anybody that buys our Roundup Ready products.” p209
C AUSE, EFFECT … & DENIAL
Tu Du Hospital, Ho Chi Minh (Saigon), obstetrician Dr Nguyen Thi Ngoc Phuong: …was still a student when
she witnessed the first time the birth of a deformed baby in the maternity ward of Tu Du Hospital. “It was
in 1965 … At that time I had never heard of dioxin. In the succeeding years we saw a significant
increase in the number of still births with severe deformities and of children born with
serious handicaps. And it’s still going on: in 2005, we recorded more than 800 children born with
deformities in this hospital alone… We know that dioxin accumulates in the food chain … the mothers
of these children may have been contaminated by food or breast milk from their own mothers. We also
know that dioxin can produce chromosomal anomalies, which may also explain the transmission from one
generation to the next.” pp64–65
“We are sympathetic with people who believe they have been injured and understand their concern
to find the cause,” declared Jill Montgomery, a Monsanto spokesperson, in 2004, “but reliable scientific
evidence indicates that Agent Orange is not the cause of serious long-term health effects.” Never-ending
denial – which also a characteristic of the company’s current position on Roundup, the
herbicide it introduced on the market when in the mid-1970s 2,4,5-T was finally banned in the United States
and subsequently around the world. p68
U N D E R S TA N D I N G T H E “ S C I E N C E ”
“He got angry when he understood I had never heard of the transgenic hormone,” Epstein told
me in his Chicago office on October 4, 2006, He said to me: ‘You ought to look at it, that’s your job! This
hormone is making my cows sick, and I’m afraid the people who drink my milk will get
sick too.’” This led Professor Epstein to comb through the 1987 and 1988 issues of the Journal of Dairy
Science, where he found many “professional articles” published by American researchers, and Europeans as
well, who had tested rBGH for Monsanto. “All these publications claimed that the hormone posed no major
health problems,” Epstein recalled, “but there were very few serious data backing up that claim. The tests had
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purpose which has no benefit for either animals or consumers. … An internal FDA document
reveals that at a meeting on March 31, 1993, the CVM concluded that the risks the transgenic hormone
posed for human and animal health were “manageable” and that the agency should therefore proceed to its
approval. According to Hansen, “the agency surreptitiously changed its regulatory criteria to satisfy the needs
of Monsanto, which had been able to maneuver very cleverly by placing some of its representatives in key
positions in the agency.” p105

been conducted on small groups of ten cows, which reduced their statistical validity, and most importantly,
they had been of short duration. Despite their biases, they revealed a significant increase in
mastitis and a decrease in the fertility of the cows treated, as well as major changes in
the nutritional quality and the composition of the milk.” p94

“Did you try and get the raw data from the study?”
“Yes,” Pryme answered, “but unfortunately, Monsanto refused to provide them on the grounds that they
were business confidential. That was the first time I had heard that argument used about research data. …
Monsanto’s refusal inevitably gives the impression that the company has something
to hide: either that the results were not really convincing, or they were bad, or that the methodology and
protocol used were not good enough to stand up to rigorous scientific analysis.” p175
P E O P L E & T H E R I G H T TO F O O D
Jorge Galeano, president of the Agrarian and Popular Movement, Paraguay: “That’s why I say it’s a new
conquest, because the expansion of soybeans is based on the pure and simple elimination of
human communities and ways of life. … Even if small farmers could one day recover the land, it would be
so contaminated by chemical products that it would take years for the initial quality of the soil to be restored.
Transgenic soy is really a deadly enterprise against which we’ve decided to fight, whatever it costs.”
pp282–283
Tomás Palau, agrarian sociologist, Paraguay: “The lack of biodiversity of plant species prevents resistance
to disease. Don’t forget what happened in the nineteenth century to potatoes in Ireland. … I think the
company is seeking to control the food produced in the world. To do that, it has to get its hands on the
seeds in the locations where they are used by farmers. First it appropriates the seeds, then the processing of
grains, then the supermarkets, and in the end it controls the entire food chain. The seeds are the first
link in the chain: whoever controls seeds controls the food supply and thereby controls
mankind.” pp288–289
Vandana Shiva, ecologist, activist, on “Monsanto’s law”: “Patent law. The company has always said genetic
engineering was a way of getting patents and that’s its real aim. If you look at the research strategy it is
now pursuing in India, you’ll see that it is testing twenty plants into which it has tested Bt genes: mustard,
okra, eggplant, rice, cauliflower, and so on. Once it has established ownership of genetically modified sees
as the norm, it will be able to collect royalties; we will depend on the company for every seed we plant and
every field we cultivate. … It’s more powerful than bombs or weapons; it is the best way to
control the people of the world.” pp310–311
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“Look,” Kinsman said to me, “I kept a leaflet from Monsanto singing the praises of Posilac.” He read:
“‘Cows treated with Posilac are in very good health … The performance of calves born from treated cows is
excellent.’ That’s a lie,” Terry protested. “I used the growth hormone on twelve cows in my herd. I very soon
noticed that they were losing a huge amount of weight. I kept on increasing the feed rations, but nothing could
be done and they grew thinner right before your eyes. At the end of the lactation period, I wanted to have
them inseminated, and I tried four or five times, but it never worked. None of the cows I had injected
gave me a calf. In the end, I sold them for slaughter. Fortunately I saved the rest of the herd, or else I
would have lost everything.” p115

